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As Martin Beirne has pointed out, in relation to critical management research on employee participation, there is a tendency within some academic circles to engage in “insularity, negativity and elitism” (2008, 682) when it comes to the analysis of social and cultural practices. Inaccessible language, obscure theoretical references and the adoption of a position of superiority to participant ‘research subjects’ can characterise a tendency to highlight the failings and/or structural limitations of particular projects, with no thought for providing constructive observations that might serve to improve practice ‘on the ground’. On the other hand, there is a counter-tendency within community arts research to present case studies of individual projects as anecdotal celebrations of their artistic and social achievement, without comparative context or rigorous critical analysis. The field is dominated by methodologies lacking in longitudinal research, comparative sampling or investigation of the wider social and political context, making it difficult to unpick the effects of community arts work from other factors and indicators. The limitations of this situation have been pointed out by a team of health researchers in a literature review of applied drama research: 

While the review found a large number of papers reporting projects discussing the use of music and performing arts with young people, many of these were reportage. While such reports can provide useful reflections on practice, there is a need for the application of recognisable processes of data collection and analysis in order to develop the evidence base surrounding performing arts and health.
(Daykin et al. 2008: 261) 

In order to address these perceived methodological shortcomings, this article draws on interviews with 32 nationally prominent theatre artists and case studies of four diverse organisations, all of which have been engaging in community drama practice in Northern Ireland since before the Belfast Agreement (widely known as the Good Friday Agreement) of 1998. These selection criteria provide sector-wide and longitudinal data, permitting an analysis of findings over an extended period of time and a wide range of project and activities. Two of the case study organizations - The Playhouse and Greater Shantallow Community Arts (GSCA) - are based in the city of Derry/Londonderry​[1]​ and one is based in Belfast (Partisan Productions). The fourth company (Upstate Theatre) is based in the town of Drogheda, in the Republic of Ireland, but engaged in numerous cross-border projects involving community groups in the Northern Irish counties of Fermanagh and Down, primarily through its Crossover project, which wound up in 2008. In fact, all of these companies have delivered or helped to deliver projects involving communities from throughout Northern Ireland, as well as within ‘border counties’ in the Republic (particularly Donegal, Monaghan and Louth). 
	This methodology enables a comparative analysis drawn from across the sector and the region, highlighting difficulties and issues encountered in common by a wide range of artists and organisations. Such a methodology also supports the possibility of identifying potential alternative approaches and a new tactics of engagement with policy and practice.

Historical Context	
Much of the recent cultural development activity in Northern Ireland has been characterised by its harshest critics as a superficial state-funded PR exercise for the ‘peace industry’ (Power 2011, McLaughlin and Baker 2010). This view resonates with some of the perspectives expressed (in interviews conducted in 2008) by artists who had been at the forefront of the community arts ‘movement’ in the 1990s, a period when both peace activism and participatory arts activities were considered radical and oppositional. To some extent, the energy and idealism that had driven critical arts practice before the Good Friday Agreement was seen by these practitioners as having declined into complacency and venality.
	During the period of civil conflict widely known as ‘The Troubles’, generally dated from 1966 to 1998, community arts practice challenged the hegemonies of the state and paramilitary power on both sides of the conflict, in the process generating widespread popular support. Prior to 1998, these practices had been based in grass-roots and participant-led cultural resistance, without the benefit of high levels of funding or government support, and so represented an independent and critical voice in the clamour for a political resolution to the ‘Troubles’. Grant (1993), Pilkington (2001), Baron Cohen (2001), Fitzgerald (2005), Maguire (2006), McDonnell (2008), and Urban (2011) have all described how community theatre in Northern Ireland before 1998 evolved out of the fervent activity and cross-fertilisation of amateur drama, political theatre, community activism and the struggle of the professional theatre sector against government censorship, with minimal levels of state funding.
	After the Good Friday Agreement, conflict transformation and the community arts sector became central to officially sanctioned discourses of ‘peace building’. Huge increases in community arts funding brought with them a new range of targets and objectives, set by public policy bodies at an executive level (Jennings 2009; Jennings and Baldwin 2010). The widespread democratic support for the all-Ireland referendum on the Good Friday Agreement was taken as a mandate for a broad agenda of political, social and economic measures that had been conceived in Belfast, Dublin, London and Brussels. 
	Many of the leading practitioners interviewed for this research evinced a sense of nostalgia for the ‘glory days’ of community theatre, when government funding was limited and the peace agenda existed in opposition to mainstream discourse. Prominent writer-directors, producers, performers and visual artists such as Tom Magill, Martin Lynch, Jo Egan, James King, Eddie Kerr, Mike Moloney, Paula McFetridge and Ivan Armstrong enthused about the energy, courage, commitment and creativity of the sector prior to the Good Friday Agreement:

The community theatre movement that emerged in the 1990s was among the most sophisticated and developed, in my opinion, that there has been anywhere in the world of community theatre…The other thing I wanted to say was that when we started out there was little or no funding available…But unfortunately the personnel aren't around to do it. The Belfast community theatre movement, I think, burnt itself out.
						(Martin Lynch 19 February 2008 interview)


Most of these individuals questioned the benefits of increased funding in the area and were critical of the influx of practitioners and organisations with little awareness of the achievements of previous generations. These changes were associated by some interviewees with a newly dominant culture of individualist materialism, seen to have replaced the community solidarity that had bonded people together during the period of conflict:

I think it's lost some of its vibrancy, some of that appeal. The pendulum has swung the other way in terms of individualism. People don't speak about being from communities in the same way that they did in the past. I think it's a much more individualistic approach, or philosophy, that many people have…People have gone into their homes and plugged into their iPods and their 42 inch plasma screens. It's all about choice and a better standard of living. 
						(Tom Magill 5 August 2008 interview)

The idea that a certain level of integrity, zeal and resourcefulness had been lost was pervasive amongst these artists. The peace process and the funding that followed it could be seen as having co-opted every facet of the arts sector into the discourses and institutions of ‘cultural industries’ and ‘creative clusters’. The ‘professionalization’ of the community arts sector was perceived as detrimental to the integrity, popularity and political efficacy of practice.
	There is always a risk, in the interpenetration of public policy, art and community activism, that the priorities of each of these three discourses might impede the function of the others. An inherent tension, if not outright contradiction, exists in top-down policy directives that advocate grass roots activism and/or encourage localised community groups to pursue globalised cultural objectives. Community artists and arts organizations are not necessarily suited to fulfilling either of these functions. Both artistic creativity and community activism require a certain measure of independence of thought, conscience and action to thrive. Prescriptive or formulaic approaches to cultural development and arts practice can prove counter-productive. The tensions between the unmanageable behaviour of the ‘demos’ or ‘people’ and the control principle of government has been identified by Rancière (2006) as an ancient contradiction at the heart of the idea of cultural ‘democracy’. Such a fundamental difficulty may be beyond the capacity of the community arts sector to resolve.
	However, it might be helpful to investigate in specific detail the structures and dynamics whereby high levels of funding and employability in arts practice have compromised its critical function. Perhaps such research may suggest new ways and means for artists to be financially supported, for communities and individuals to be provided with opportunities to thrive and prosper in security, and for the ‘people’ to engage in critical dialogue with the institutions and systems of government, without the whole process being rendered ineffective by pre-conceived agendas, excessive bureaucracy or neo-liberal economic imperatives. Firstly, I will discuss the concept of ‘praxis’ (in the sense of incorporating critical social and political reflection into practice) in relation to the model of critical pedagogy established by Paolo Freire, a paradigm that has been fundamentally influential in the field of community cultural development globally. I will then examine the significance of this concept in relation to the specific details of organisational culture, training and employment within the case study organisations.

Community drama and critical pedagogy
The complexity of the position of the community drama practitioner working under externally predetermined agendas, such as social development or peace building policy, has been extensively discussed within the literature of applied theatre. For instance, Taylor acknowledges that the instigation of applied theatre projects by interventionist organisations working within public policy frameworks can place facilitators in the role of "an instrument of the state, the authorised pedagogue who summons the people and tells them how they should behave and think" (2003: 66). It is the responsibility of applied theatre practitioners, or 'teaching artists', as Taylor terms them, to surmount these challenges by resisting the temptation to present themselves as authoritative experts: 

We must work against traditional environments' dominant model, where participants are satisfied that their interests are being looked after and that they need only comply with the advice of their leaders for all to be well.
									(Ibid: 65)

In this regard, Taylor sees it as the crucial responsibility of the ‘teaching artist’ to establish dialogical partnerships with participant groups and to develop themselves as reflective practitioners. As he puts it: "the praxis of applied theatre recognises that while the teaching artist is an informed leader, the created work demands the input and control of all those involved with it" (ibid). This paradigm of ‘praxis’ is drawn from the approach to education developed by Paolo Freire. In his book Pedagogy of the Oppressed (1972), Freire outlined a model of ‘dialogical cultural action’ that has profoundly influenced the development of community arts practice, most directly through the ‘Theatre of the Oppressed’ techniques advocated by Augusto Boal (1979). ‘Dialogical cultural action’ describes an approach to education and cultural activity that challenges oppression and exploitation, through generating constructive dialogue between community participants (‘learner-teachers’) and cultural activists (‘teacher-learners’). 
	‘Dialogical cultural action’ opposes ‘antidialogical cultural action’, which incorporates both ‘banking education’ (the traditional paradigm of ‘depositing’ knowledge in the heads of learners) and ‘cultural policy’ (hegemonic state-sponsored cultural activity). Freire regarded policies of reform as futile so long as systemic inequalities persist. ‘Antidialogical cultural action’ preserves these structures of domination:

Antidialogical action explicitly or implicitly aims to preserve, within the social structure, situations which favour its own agents. While the latter would never accept a transformation of the structure sufficiently radical to overcome its antagonistic contradictions, they may accept reforms which do not affect their power of decision over the oppressed. 										
(Freire 1972: 162)

In Freire’s terms, ‘naïve professionals’, bringing prescribed sets of values and claiming expertise, impose solutions that undermine the possibility of self-determination within communities. At the same time, cultural development projects that support the policies of the state may constitute ‘reform’, which serves to preserve the structures of power rather than transform them (Freire 1972: 40-41). 	
	Community drama practitioners in Northern Ireland since 1998 have been required to perform a balancing act between these ideological poles, attempting to foster models of ‘dialogical cultural action’ on the ground while meeting the demands and objectives of a potentially ‘antidialogical’ cultural policy of peace-building and social development. However desirable the outcomes of such policies may be, it can become a substantial challenge to avoid the perception that community artists and arts organisation function as ‘instruments of the state’.  
	While performing this balancing act, community drama facilitators in Northern Ireland, in common with applied theatre practitioners elsewhere, are required to bring a wide range of other skills and attributes to their projects. The role of the facilitator is at the same time artistic, pedagogical and pastoral. Facilitators are responsible for the direction and production of theatre performances, the establishment of interactive learning processes and have a duty of care for the emotional and physical well-being of participants. The position of ‘teacher-learner’ does not redistribute the professional obligations of the facilitator to the ‘learner-teacher’ participants, or for the aesthetic, social and ethical outcomes of the project. 

The Politics of Participation 
The problematic issue of participation has been interrogated at length within the literature of both applied theatre and critical management research. For instance, Prentki, Rahnema, Breed, Moclair and Thornton (Prentki and Preston 2009), all describe how ‘participation’ may become a term of rhetorical and political manipulation, whereby community arts projects can be co-opted into reinforcing the agendas of the state and the status quo. Similarly, Beirne (2008) makes reference to a broad tradition, emerging since the Second World War, of social scientists who have expressed scepticism at the sincerity and efficacy of management-led worker participation schemes within Western capitalism. Both types of critical analysis call for models of ‘participation’ that permit and encourage the determination of project agendas and outcomes according to the needs and interests of community participants and workers themselves. 
	In contrast, the funding procedures of community drama within Northern Ireland have tended to evaluate ‘participation’ in relation to simple numbers in attendance, rather than the level of participant input into deciding the themes and forms of activity (Jennings and Baldwin 2010). The traditional justification of community arts practice is that projects have been instigated in response to the needs or demands of community groups and individuals. Increasingly, however, funding imperatives have driven organisations to instigate projects in order to draw down core finance, without substantial community consultation. As a result, community arts managers in Northern Ireland have increasingly found themselves trying to recruit participants for projects with little popular interest.
	One might say that such projects meet needs that community members themselves have not yet identified. In practice, however, it seems that delivery organisations in Northern Ireland appear to have been meeting their own needs, first and foremost. Jonathan Burgess, a writer, director and producer who has worked with The Playhouse, GSCA and Partisan Productions, among many others, described the situation this way: 

People have had community drama or community theatre thrust upon them, whereby the issue is deemed on high, whether that be in a Council Office or an Arts Council Office or a European Peace and Reconciliation programme, that 'We will do these issues, we will look at this and explore these themes'. They have not actually gone to the community and said: 'What are the issues affecting you? What do we need to do to help you? How could this benefit you?'…It's been  'Let's give them workshops’, without any real thought about what you want them to deliver …I have people coming to me now saying: 'We've got £1,000 to spend on workshops'. I say: 'What do you want me to do [the workshops] about?' Then they say: ‘We don't mind - we just need to spend the money!’
				(18 December 2007 interview)

The pressures of managing these tensions are most clearly evident in the relationships between the commissioning organisations and arts practitioners themselves. The disparity and instability of the employment relationship; the domination of organisations by managerial staff rather than practitioners; the lack of professional development or training support for practising artists; and a failure to engage with the valuable insights of artists and participants in project evaluation or policy development, are all indicative of a disconnect between the rhetoric of ‘empowerment’, ‘access’ and ‘participation’ at policy and management level and the realities of community arts practice. These specific phenomena provide the justification for the cynicism and disillusionment of the community arts ‘old guard’ in Northern Ireland. The pressing task is then to find what elements of value can be found within the compromised terrain of these projects – in particular, what tactics or strategies might support a more effective commitment to the kinds of dialogical, progressive and critically reflective practice that both community arts and the peace process need in order to survive.

Place of Practice: Organisational Culture 
Within the public policy governing community arts practice in Northern Ireland since 1998, the question of practice has generally been of lesser significance than intended social outcomes or evaluation criteria. However, in the five year plan for 2001-2006 published by the Arts Council of Northern Ireland (ACNI), the community arts sector was required to ‘promote models of good practice’ and ‘promote synergies across artform practices’ (2001). Other projects funded by the ACNI, under the categories of Dance and Drama, Youth Arts or Disability Arts for instance, were not required to meet these criteria. This analysis will now address in more detail the working conditions and administrative cultures within the case study organisations, identifying some of the limitations to the development of ‘models of good practice’, specifically in relation to practitioner training and professional development. These analyses will attempt to locate the significance of the concept of ‘praxis’ within the organisational culture of the case studies. 
	The requirements of the procedures for the application and acquittal of funding have placed enormous pressure on full-time staff of the case study organisations to balance their administrative and artistic responsibilities (Jennings and Baldwin 2010). At GSCA, Upstate, and Partisan Productions, these responsibilities have been shouldered by teams of two, three or four full-time staff. At The Playhouse, full-time staff numbers have been higher, but so have the numbers of programmes delivered. These staff teams have been made up of either arts practitioners, who have reluctantly assumed primarily managerial roles, or people with backgrounds in business or public sector management and little previous experience of arts practice.  Both types of workers have found the obligations of increasingly short term and heavily regulated funding cycles to be a constraint on the delivery of community arts programmes (Jennings and Baldwin 2010). As a result, community arts organisations have become dependent on short-term freelance contracts for practitioners in order to deliver their programmes. 
	Even when granted regularly funded organisation (RFO) status - The Playhouse through ACNI, Upstate through ACI and Partisan Productions through the CRC - this regular funding has only covered the basic operating costs of the organisation’s core functions and had to be renewed and acquitted on an annual basis. The core functions of The Playhouse and Upstate Theatre, as funded by their respective Arts Councils, do not include the delivery of community drama. According to Max Beer, Fundraising and Marketing Officer at The Playhouse, the regular ACNI funding for The Playhouse is drawn down in relation to its function as a professional and community arts ‘venue’ (interview with the author, 6 November 2007), not as a provider of community arts ‘programming’. Similarly, Upstate Theatre’s annual ACI funding was only provided for its Upstate Live professional touring company until 2010 (when this funding was lost altogether) and not for its community-based Upstate Theatre Local programme. As a result, these case study organisations have been dependent on individual short-term project funding to continue to deliver community arts programmes. 

The Position of the Freelance Practitioner
One consequence of the administrative preoccupation with the application for and acquittal of funding is that freelance facilitators have become responsible for the majority of the community drama practice delivered by these organisations. These workers are necessarily transient and sometimes either inexperienced or untrained. According to Eavan King, Community Arts Officer at The Playhouse until 2008, at times there could be severe shortages of capable and qualified practitioners:

We are in a landscape of community drama where there are very few professional facilitators. That's a very important point to make, and as an industry it's very difficult to grow jobs from there. Because you can have many experienced facilitators that might not have the necessary credentials...Professional drama facilitators are few and far between in Derry.
			(6 November 2007 interview)


When suitably qualified or experienced facilitators were not locally available to Upstate Theatre, some projects could not run at all. Declan Gorman, former Artistic Director of Upstate Theatre, described the challenges of finding practitioners able to work on projects covering a large geographical area:

One of the primary challenges was the difficulty in identifying suitably qualified facilitators within a reasonable travelling distance of the places where the groups live and want to work…with a number of groups, we have seen a period of weeks and months passing before it has been possible to start a group. Because, if a facilitator has stepped down through the natural way in which freelance people move from project to project, sometimes it's proven very, very difficult to find people suitably qualified who can actually take over the job.
		(26 November 2007 interview)


By necessity, freelance facilitators will be less familiar with a project brief than the administrating officers who instigated it and less conscious of the aims, objectives and methodologies intended by specific organisations. Freelance facilitators are regularly required to adapt to radically different institutional environments on a short-term basis. Declan Mallon himself describes this situation as one of the motivating factors behind setting up the Upstate Theatre project in the first place:

I was very tired of being a freelance drama facilitator who was brought in by schools, community groups, youth groups, to work with young people on a Friday evening for two hours and produce some sort of show at the end of six months…Without any great backing, without any technical backing, without any interest from the other people, which was probably the biggest killer…I didn't feel that the organisations were wholly engaged with the idea of drama.
	(6 February 2008 interview)

Some freelance facilitators may lack certain particular skills required by an organisation’s preferred model of practice. For instance, the full-time staff members of Upstate Theatre, having developed an aesthetic based on both physical theatre and ‘the rules of dramaturgy’ (Declan Gorman 26 November 2007 interview), were frequently required to act as trouble-shooters on production issues, driving hundreds of miles to run workshops and spending many hours rewriting scripts:

Then when we get to the Crossover project, we were asking one facilitator to have all of those skills, and not all of them have the skills…We found with one particular group, we had to intervene because the facilitator had brought them as far as she could…So we came in and initiated a series of writing workshops with that, to try and get the ideas that they had generated with the drama facilitator…into some sort of written format. And it was me that ran the workshops.				
(Declan Mallon 6 February 2008 interview)

In a situation where individual facilitators change from project to project, and each of these individual facilitators brings with them radically different types of training, experience or approach, it can be difficult for organisations to maintain the same aesthetic standards, social objectives or educational outcomes within their programmes. When there are wide variations between practitioners in their understanding of what skills are required for the facilitation of community theatre and drama, this can inhibit the development of praxis throughout the sector. 
	One solution to these kinds of shortfalls in skill development would be the provision of either rigorous internal training programmes or mentoring schemes. However, the restrictions of time and resources experienced by all of the case study organisations have militated against such a framework. Training on the part of the case study organisations has been ad hoc and limited in time. The conditions of project-to-project funding, where organisations can rarely offer long-term contracts have limited this possibility.
	In terms of recruitment processes, facilitators have often been located through networks of recommendation from other organisations. The predominance of freelance contractual relationships creates a system of interdependence between delivery organisations and practitioners. The employment of freelance workers becomes a system of patronage, favouring those practitioners who have proved their dedication and usefulness to the organisation over time. Without the financial capacity to offer long-term contracts to practitioners, the organisations have relied on these kinds of association as a means of maintaining continuity in practice. This system of patronage then spreads through a network of formal and informal associations, as other arts and non-arts organisations contact the established provider organisations looking for personnel. 
	Whatever the merits of these informal networks, freelance facilitators have had to rely on the skills and techniques provided by their individual educational background and/or previous experience for the development of practice. These have occasionally been supplemented by induction procedures, training seminars, participation in conferences and personal mentorship on the part of full-time staff. Within specific projects, facilitators have been briefed through an informal process of introductory meetings and ongoing communication with their project managers, although these have often been minimal and perfunctory.
	For example, in terms of artistic or facilitation skills, GSCA has been unable to provide any specific training for its community arts personnel (Joe Campbell and Oliver Green, multiple 2008 interviews). However, the freelance drama facilitators most frequently employed by GSCA have had some level of tertiary education in a performance-related area and built up their experience of community drama practice through working with other organisations in the region, especially The Playhouse. Many of these practitioners started as participants in arts projects run by those organisations and subsequently volunteered to assist with other projects, until eventually being invited to lead on a project. Although this form of informal mentorship has its advantages in terms of flexibility and reward for enthusiasm, one drawback can be that people are employed more for their willingness to please than for their skills or knowledge of the principles of applied drama praxis.
	In contrast, Upstate Theatre Local provided two-day induction courses for its freelance facilitators from the beginning of its Crossover project (Declan Mallon 6 February 2008 interview). The intention of these induction courses was to brief facilitators on the preferred methodologies and objectives of Upstate Theatre Local and the Crossover project in particular. As with The Playhouse and GSCA, the technical expertise of the facilitators and artists was assumed to be an outcome of their experience and/or educational background. Throughout the Crossover project, the initial induction process was supplemented by a system of ad hoc mentorship. 

In terms of in-house training and induction, we experimented in the past with seeking to train incoming facilitators in the methodologies that we have evolved here as an organisation, but we pulled back a little bit from that. It's a much less directive kind of relationship that we have now. We hire people who are already qualified, trained professionals by and large…we do, through Declan Mallon, provide a kind of mentorship for all the facilitators.
						(Declan Gorman 26 November 2007 interview)

However, this system of ongoing mentorship became excessively demanding for Declan Mallon, who regretted the fact that some of the groups and facilitators became overly dependent on the intervention of Upstate core staff:

If three groups were doing well, one group was in the doldrums. When that group was doing OK, there was another group over there that wasn't doing OK. The membership had fallen away, there were disagreements within the group, they had lost their way aesthetically maybe, or they had disagreements with the facilitator. So there was never a plateau everybody reached. 
				(6 February 2008 interview)


So, while GSCA and The Playhouse provided no system of induction, intervention or mentorship for their facilitators, the availability of such systems to practitioners working for Upstate had some drawbacks. Practitioners and participant groups became dependent on the expertise and input of the core staff at Upstate Theatre.
	In 2008, Partisan Productions was a partner with the Border Arts Centre at Dundalk Institute of Technology in the delivery of the ‘Art and Conflict/Theatre of the Oppressed’ training programme. Prior to this Partisan, like GSCA and The Playhouse, provided no formal or informal training or induction for practitioners. Fintan Brady, Artistic Director of Partisan Productions, described the lack of formal in-house training as a limitation and one which Partisan was seeking to address:

We have no formal training strategy at this point. It is one of things in our new development plan. What we are doing in relation to our development plan and the work that outlines is to develop a training needs audit, not only for ourselves, but also for the volunteers that we work with and the other people that we work with.
						(1 July 2008 interview)

Although in-house practitioner training and development have been occasional and unsystematic within the case study organisations, the active involvement of The Playhouse with the Youth Culture Arts Network (YouCAN) until 2008 and Partisan Productions with the Border Arts Centre course did enable full-time and freelance staff to engage in occasional training seminars, international conferences and structured exchanges with peers and colleagues throughout the island of Ireland and beyond. Upstate Theatre has also had a long-standing association with The Steinhardt School at New York University, a research and teaching school in the practice of ‘Community Engaged Theatre’. These types of national and international exchange provided some opportunities for reflection on the issues of ethics, facilitation technique, performance skills, theatrical production, social impact and many other themes emerging from the practice of community-based theatre and drama. But these opportunities represented fleeting moments of critical analysis and creative exchange for practitioners, within an otherwise hectic cycle of project planning, intensive periods of engagement and summary evaluation.
	The evolution of practice into praxis requires the creation of spaces and relationships that support dialogical processes of critical reflection (Habermas 1997). These are most effective when constructed around processes of collective learning and pragmatic collaboration in the solving of everyday problems (Morrow and Torres 2002). Although collaborative praxis does not depend on formal training, it does depend on systematic communication between interacting agents on how to address their social, professional and personal issues. The ad hoc and informal approaches to mentoring and professional development that have occurred within the case study organisations have provided some opportunities for critical reflection by groups of practitioners and staff members, but they have not created a culture of praxis. The functions of staff members have been divided along lines of demarcation between administration and practice. Full-time, long-term staff members have been so preoccupied with their managerial responsibilities that they have had little opportunity for systematic development of critical praxis. Freelance practitioners, subsequent to their initial training, have been provided only occasional opportunities to examine the social and political impact of their work, outside of individual personal reflection. 
	A final area of difficulty in the employment of freelance practitioners involves the financial and contractual status of these workers. In Northern Ireland, as elsewhere, there have been no widely-recognised pay scales or guidelines as to minimum working conditions for community theatre workers. The lack of a basic pay scale or employment regulation represents a devaluing of the skills, knowledge and experience of the freelance practitioner. Many of the projects delivered by the case study organisations between 1998 and 2008 paid a substantial hourly wage, such as £45 (GBP) per hour. Some of these projects paid less than half of that. Others paid an overall fee for the project, inclusive of all hours worked, transport costs and support materials. 
	With most projects only providing two or three hours’ paid work per week, these pay-scales do not represent a sustainable income. Multiple projects must run concurrently in the freelance practitioner’s schedule if they are to support themselves, with the result that no single project receives their full energy and attention. The insecurity of not having long-term contracts, basic work conditions or a recognised pay-scale also means that it is difficult to recruit, retain and reward experienced staff, so that their individual expertise is in danger of being lost to the sector. ‘Burn-out’ is an endemic aspect of the freelance artist workforce. The attraction of full-time work elsewhere or personal health problems have led many practitioners to drop out of the community arts, temporarily or permanently. Since the implementation of large-scale cuts to arts and social development funding after 2008, in both Northern Ireland and the Republic of Ireland, this rate of attrition has increased even further.
	Despite all these drawbacks in terms of organisational culture and practitioner status, there are many indicators of constructive dialogue and creative praxis in the experiences and long-term perceptions of the community drama participants themselves. For instance, the GSCA ‘Red Shirts’ project provided young people from one of the poorest areas of Northern Ireland with citizenship training alongside community arts participation (Jennings 2009). The ‘Red Shirts’ group devised occasional public performances, some of which were filmed and distributed to schools as an issue-based educational resource. All of these shows were generated from the participants’ own experiences, perspectives or creative ideas. From their perspective, the positive impact of the ‘Red Shirts programme included a heightened sense of responsibility towards the local community, an ongoing level of voluntary involvement in GSCA activity and a continuing belief in the possibility of taking action to solve immediate social problems: 

It's brought us closer to the community, to all of the communities in the Greater Shantallow area and beyond.

I feel part of a community now. I would see community as a work-in-progress. I would see it as a struggle. It's just like working as a group to improve the communities standing, depending on where it is. Keeps people off the street.
				(GSCA group interview 2 September 2008)

Apart from an increased sense of social responsibility, participation in community drama also provided opportunities for enjoyment and creative expression. In an environment where these types of experience have been severely curtailed by conflict, this in itself is a transformative event. Former participants in projects delivered by GSCA, Partisan Productions, The Playhouse and Upstate Theatre vividly remembered the pleasurable aspects of their involvement. 

Can't praise them [Partisan staff]enough. There is a decency and professionalism and fun. Probably in equal measures for a change. 
(Partisan participant interview 5 December 2008)

Drama was really enjoyable. You get more confident doing it. Builds your confidence and builds your trust in people…I started off with the Red Shirts with no confidence, now I feel I have confidence that I didn't have before. 		
(GSCA group interview 2 September 2008)

It gave me confidence and a whole lot of experience to go on to produce work myself…a kind of level head and an inner knowledge about how theatre worked for myself. 
(Playhouse group interview 21 April 2008) 

In order to gain useful information for the development of arts management strategy, one must look at the detail of which specific aspects of the process were said to be inspiring or ‘empowering’. The Crossover group based in Enniskillen particularly acknowledged the importance of writing their own scripts and the focus of Upstate Theatre on developing performances from the perspectives of the group:

For me it was exactly what I wanted. I had only done ordinary drama, which was written for you and had been performed before. This time you were involved in the writing, the whole production right from the start. You were involved in all aspects of it. 
		(Upstate Crossover Enniskillen group interview 9 June 2008)

In terms of skills development, the possibility of contributing to the project as a whole, in every aspect of the production process, also appealed to former participants in the Partisan and GSCA projects: 

You're given the opportunity to participate in every aspect of it. From the conception of what the pieces were going to be about, your input was asked for and expected there, right down to backstage staff, the logistics of finding a venue…And that was a really positive thing. 
	(Partisan participant interview 5 December 2008)

It brings all the young people in the community together to work towards something for entertainment for the community…It offers training in different fields, such as event management and stage management.
		(GSCA group interview 2 September 2008)

The acquisition of transferable or professional skills was important to the participants in the other case study community drama programmes as well. Like both of the Partisan participants, every one of the Playhouse group had gone on to further training, professional employment or voluntary involvement in theatre after their participation in the community drama programmes. Many of these theatre projects were entirely instigated and funded by themselves or a co-operative ensemble of friends and colleagues. For these participants, the new ‘communities of interest’ provided by collaborative relationships with other theatre practitioners became ‘communities of practice’, a professional network that provides refuge from the social problems in their ‘communities of location’. Many of the participants hoped to share the benefits of their personal development as artists by contributing to the social and cultural development of their ‘communities of location’, although some of these were uncertain about the prospects of success. 

Conclusion 
The provision by arts organisations of more consistent processes or inbuilt systems of critical learning after 1998 could have supported the ACNI objective of the development and promotion of ‘models of good practice’, or at least substantial discussion of what such models might entail. Yet the limitations of the funding regimes governed by bodies such as the ACNI generated working conditions within the case study organisations and throughout the sector which severely constrained such a possibility. Levels of training, approaches to practice and types of previous experience varied widely across the sector, creating difficulties in the assessment of one organisation’s praxis against another. In the absence of opportunities to develop practice into praxis, community drama workers struggled to avoid replicating the techniques and relationships of the dominant paradigms of ‘cultural policy’. 
	To some extent, the lack of close monitoring, formal training structures or prescriptive models of practice within the case study organisations had its advantages for practitioners in the negotiation of these tensions. The ‘arm’s length’ approach allowed some latitude at the point and moment of practice, which may have contributed to the satisfaction of project participants with their experiences. Nonetheless, a number of other factors limited the capacity of practitioners to establish the kinds of dialogical praxis that could support substantial social transformation. 
	Community drama practitioners have often been required to deliver social and personal development outcomes, educational qualifications and performance products, within time frames, working environments and resource levels that would be restrictive in relation to any single one of these objectives.  It would be an enormous challenge to mount an original piece of theatre after three, or even thirty, hours of contact time with the most experienced group of actors and writers. To do so with a group of people who usually have little previous experience of drama, while at the same time addressing their personal issues and the legacy of conflict and disadvantage, in unsuitable venues, with little or no support staff, with no job security or standard rate of pay, would strike many as an impossible task. Yet this is exactly what many community drama practitioners in Northern Ireland have been expected to do on a regular basis.
	While prescriptive training or monitoring regimes might have been counterproductive, in certain specific areas of skills development supportive learning processes could have contributed to more effective and responsible practice. Community drama facilitators have often been required to work with vulnerable young people and adults, people with learning difficulties, mental health issues or challenging behaviour.  Within the programmes of the case study organisations, this has occurred without any specific extra training or support. This is a serious ethical and health concern in itself. There are high concomitant risks associated with the potential repercussions, beyond the point of actual engagement, of inappropriate practice. 
	In relation to the perception among the ‘old guard’ that high levels of funding and the subsequent professionalization of the community arts resulted in the sector ‘selling out’, a counter-argument could be that the problem has been a lack of professionalization rather than an excess of it. The lack of reliable or stable employment, minimum working conditions, effective project evaluation processes or continuing professional development for artists and facilitators has undermined the potential for practitioners in Northern Ireland to develop conscientious approaches to praxis. 
	As early as 1984, Owen Kelly identified the political domestication of radical community arts practice in the UK, through the introduction and then withdrawal of substantial government funding. The creation of dependency through a ‘welfare state’ approach to arts policy can reinforce the control of the political establishment over artists and communities. Prentki has gone even further in this criticism, describing the ‘minutes of happiness’ provided by applied theatre projects, in conditions of economic deprivation and political domination, as “attaching a sticking plaster to a gaping wound” (2008: 354). However, for working practitioners and arts management personnel, the idea that they should refuse the temptation of state-sponsored funding altogether, or despair of the possibility of making any real difference in a world dominated by multinational corporate interests, does not help to improve practice or sharpen their commitment to collaborative ‘dialogical cultural action’. 
	It is more useful to suggest that arts management staff should be recruited on the basis of their commitment to the field of community arts practice; that they should engage in and provide regular professional development and training with their colleagues; and they should find the time and space to develop further critical dialogues with people in similar positions nationally and internationally. Most importantly, if artist-practitioners are supported in full-time and secure positions of employment, without depending on piecemeal freelance projects provided by a network of patronage, they might find more opportunities to reflect and discuss, with each other and participant groups, the political and cultural significance of what a ‘model of best practice’ might entail. Perhaps they could even begin to develop multiple models of ‘best praxis’.
	In relation to Northern Ireland, the achievements of community arts practitioners and organisations can seem ephemeral when levels of politically motivated violence escalate. For instance, since 2008 an increasing amount of paramilitary violence has been taking place within the city of Derry/Londonderry, approaching its tenure as the first ever UK City of Culture in 2013 (a designation that, unlike European Capital of Culture status, brings with it no guaranteed government funding). The City of Culture office itself has been bombed, the police station was bombed, two banks have been bombed, the disability living allowance assessment offices were bombed and so on, all within the last two years. Recently there was an article in the national UK Guardian newspaper, (May 13th 2012), which highlighted research that claims that 85 paramilitary shootings have taken place in the region of the city of Derry over the last three years, although only eight of them have been fatal.
	Nonetheless, despite the challenges, community drama projects within Northern Ireland between 1998 and 2008 produced many progressive and productive social and personal outcomes for both artists and participant groups. People, especially young people, from otherwise hostile community groups, worked creatively and collaboratively together and established friendships across sectarian divisions. An enormous number of unique theatrical performances took place, many of which engaged new audiences, challenged perceptions of the aesthetic possibilities of theatre and enhanced the cultural life of the region. The fact that all of the case study organisations helped to develop participants’ production and performance skills represents a contribution to ‘capacity-building’ in terms of social development agendas. The experiences of the participants interviewed for this research demonstrate that these skills have been transferable and employable, as long as such employment is available. However, employment opportunities in the performing arts sector have been historically few and far between throughout Northern Ireland, compared with those in Ireland or the rest of Europe. With severe reductions in arts and development funding since 2008, even these have been dramatically reduced. ‘Capacity building’ and ‘skills transfer’ can sound like hollow promises when there are no jobs available in which to use those skills.	
	Even so, one result of all this activity has been that the community arts have moved from the status of a circumscribed fringe activity to widespread acceptance and popularity. Through their independent networks of collaboration and exchange, community arts organisations and drama practitioners have become more sophisticated in their methodologies and the critical analysis of their effects. Formal and informal networks have been formed between arts organisations, practitioners, other community-based organisations and academic institutions, nationally and internationally, generating new ‘communities of practice’, even without systematic structures of support. These networks present a viable forum for the development in future of critically reflective praxis through dialogue. 
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^1	  The name of this city is a matter of contention between Irish Nationalists (citizens of Northern Ireland who identify as ethnically Irish and aspire to unification with the Republic of Ireland) and British Unionists (citizens of Northern Ireland who identify as British and wish to preserve political union with the UK). Nationalists both North and South of the border know the city and surrounding county as Derry (in fact, road signs in the Republic indicate the distance in kilometres to Derry). Unionists in Northern Ireland and the British government prefer the title Londonderry, conferred on Derry in 1613 to commemorate the financial contribution of the Honourable the Irish Society of London to building an Anglican cathedral and  a circuit of walls around the city, establishing a British Protestant fortress stronghold against the insurgent Catholic ‘native Irish’. Currently, government publications and the media in Northern Ireland prefer the hybrid title Derry/Londonderry, particularly in relation to the UK City of Culture programme taking place in the city in 2013, and this will be the title used in this article.
